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ABILITY METERS THE ROLLS ROYCE

The first ' Ability Meters ' are now available. The y

Ability meter represents the first major advances
in design since the Mark V (which is to say since
1 960). The circuit of the Mark VI is almost ident-
ical to that of the Mark V. The plastic case, a
very slight alteration to the needle movement, a
modification to the sensitivity booster, and the
addition of the digital TA counter & clock were the'
improvements. A new patent could not be obtained
for the Mark VI, because it contained no revolut-
ionary features.

The Mark V and VI belong technologically in the
1 960s. Both utilise components which have long
since been superceded. The Mark VI TA counter some-i
times over counts (counts at random) - the Ability '

meter does not. The germanium transistors in the V)
& VI give a dirty needle at higher sensitivities.'
The Ability meter does not. The calibration of the
V & VI alters with temperature (so often when you
do a trim check at the end of session, the trim has
changed). As the battery discharges so the cali-
bration alters. Both of these faults have been
corrected in the Ability meter.

The Ability meter contains the most advanced and
smooth needle movement available. These movements
cost almost as much as the entire components cost
of a Mark V: The result is the smoothest F/M
you 11 ever see.

2 6 500 hours of research went into the Ability
and this research was done by people with

mend ,.) us experience of the V & VI. The research-
s iso ated the faults of the Marc V (the out-

poiri"s list was nearly 2 pages long:). Elaborate
to g between the V & the Ability meter was done,
pro._,Ig that the Ability meter outperformed the V
in every respect. More recently the Ability meter
has been checked against the VI, and the circuitry
updated using the most advanced technology avail-
able. We have no hesitation in saying that the
Ability meter is the finest meter you can buy.
Steve Bisbey, the senior C/S of the AAC East
Grinstead; Bob Ainsworth, the senior C/S of the AAC
Scotland; Neville Chamberlin, who runs the Centre
for Personal Enhancement in London; and Ralph
Hilton, who also runs a centre in London, have all
used and endorsed the Ability meter. All have put
in orders for the meter, so you ' ll be able to see
it at their centres. For more information ring East
Grinstead (0342) 312949.

HUMOUR,

HCO BULLETIN OF 21 OCTOBER 1964
Remimeo
Tech & Qual
All Levels
All Auditors
All Tech Check-

sheets

MAKING THE WORLD SAFE FROM SQUIRRELS

One of the most vicious threats to a goal of spiritual freedom
for mankind are the squirrel groups that have been springing up in the
field. They are altering the technology, wrecking people's cases,
and giving everybody a bad name.

One particularly odious squirrel group that has given all of us a
bad name is now charging hundreds of dollars an hour for auditing and
promising "totally standard service" to hundreds of unwary victims.
Yet when one examines this particular squirrel group, one finds very
few of the staff have any tech training or a high case level: instead,
most of the auditing is done by inexpert auditors or interns who work
for nothing or next to nothing, and important posts such as Ethics
Officer are being held by people recruited off the street who have
virtually no training and are working for next to nothing. This is, of
course, out-exchange, and motorvatorish.

This squirrel group is hemmed in by failed cases, angry public
demanding refunds, and failed auditors (a very low percentage of their
interns ever finish an internship). PC's are constantly told they
need expensive repairs and folder work, and CS's there have some
screwy notion that you run people's cases on Confessionals and repair
lists and throw out the standard Scientology Bridge (except for the
rich and famous).

This same group of squirrels and criminals has been a constant
source of embarrassment to those of us concerned with the purity of
the tech and the spiritual freedom of mankind. Many of its execs are
convicted felons (in fact its leader is presently in hiding to escape
legal action). Over the years, it has paid hundreds of thousands of
dollars in legal fees to pay for its illegal shenanigans. They paint
their buildings strange colors, dress in funny uniforms, and run
around screaming at each other. This, they are told, is "standard
tech."

Sorry, but if this group of amateurs had any notion of standard
tech — or decency and honesty, for that matter — they ' d close up
shop real quick, stop committing overts, and get trained and processed
and learn to deliver the real Bridge.

Standard tech is laid out very carefully in HCOB's, tapes, and
other material. When one runs an organization where there is other-
intention (such as "let's make as much money as we can", or "let's get
only the "right" people on lines"), the whole scene quickly
degenerates into a sorry nest of squirrels, stats go to hell,
arbitraries and stops become the order of the day, and angry public
beat down the door demanding refunds.

So get with it, guys, and don't support squirrels.

The Ability meter returns to the appearance of the
lark V - only its teak case is of far higher qual-
ity than the V. The needle response is truly
startling. On the Mark V and Mark VI the needle
takes about 9 swings to come to rest, forcing
auditors to read through a moving needle. This
swinging of the needle modifies, and often conceals;
small reads. On the Ability meter the needle comes
tc 3t in 2 swings. Also the needle moves at over;
tw.,	 the speed of the five or six.
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" Don ' t= e\'tr try to stop truth. It ' s the only thing
,' hat can go through sixteen inch armour plate. "

VMH, page 157.

"A Games Condition evolves from separateness. "

HCOB 17 MAR ' 60, ' Standardized Sessions ' .

" no matter how much the individual speaks about

integrity to himself, it breaks down , eventually
into a group activity, because his ideas of his own
rightness of conduct are based on the group to
which he belongs. " ' The Road to Truth ' .
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Dear Reconnection,

I have received the December magazine, despite having asked
you to take my name off your mailing list. It really
doesn't bother me that you want to waste your money sending
me your mazine - it no longer has the power to enturbulate
me. Bearing in mind your magazine's previous jibes at the
Church's mailings, perhaps it's time to put your own house
in order by responding to my request. By the way, the
December magazine is the second magazine to have invited me
to a party/event that has already taken place.

One of the previous magazines (February 84) pleads for 'no
rules' - meaning presumably no policy; the latest magazine
in its front page article informs me that "you won't find
the dogmatic, nit picky, pedantic insistance upon 'standard
tech' at the AAC." I trust that anyone who has been
considering joining the so-called 'Independent' movement
will now be easily able to see where it's at, and with any
luck that some people already duped into taking such
'service' will recognize it for what it is.

I suppose I could plead with you to come clean, I could tell
you that from my experience one gets excellent case gain
from confronting one's own misdeeds. I could tell you all
about the excellent wins people at Saint Hill are still
getting and about all the good indicators one sees; and I
could find many LRH references to point out the motives of
people attacking the Church, going out-Tech and why I want
nothing to do with the 'Independent' movement - but I reckon
that you'd be unable to either confront it or duplicate it.

Anyway - please take my name off your mailing list. Even
though your magazine doesn't upset me, I don't like the idea
of unsolicited entheta coming into my house through the
letterbox.

Yours sincerely,

Steve Bennett.

Dear Steve,

If you wish to write a short article about the "excellent
wins people at St. Hill are still getting" and send some of
the "many LRH references to point out the motives of people
attacking the Church" we'll willingly print it. We are
willing to communicate freely with anyone on any subject.
Is the Church? Has their Grade 0 gone out? We look forward
to hearing from you. Best, Editor.

Dear Reconnection,

Thank you for Reconnection. I trust our £12 has been
received. (YES) I want to thank you also, very much, for
finding our old and very dear friend John McMaster. I have
been in touch with him and this is a real win to set against
the years of losses.

I also would like to make a correction to Recon. Dec. 84
page 6 Para 3. The first Class 7 and also the first Class 7
Honours was John McMaster. I was in S.H. Chapel when his
certificate was presented in late May or early June 1966
(sorry I can't be more precise). He was Qual. Sec. at the
time, I believe.

J.D.

Dear J.D., Neville says that John was the first provisional
Class 7 with Honours, but that he was the first full Class 7
wtih Honours. Best, Editor.

THE 3D INTERFACE

John Burnett's letter, has led me to put down some thoughts
on the interfaces of Scientology with other groups.

It has long seemed to me that the 3rd Dynamic is an area
where L.R.H.'S understanding is relatively weak. There have
been three attempts, that I can remember, to push
Scientology out into society on a broad basis: the Special
Zone Plan; Gung Ho Groups; and Op 4D. None of these ever
came to much. Using managment tech in business seems to
have done better, but that is an utterly different game from
society as a whole. In fact, the most successful businesses
are inimical to an opimum solution for the rest of society.

Re-reading Ron ' s bulletin of 1960, on the Special Zone Plan,
I was struck by the combination of euphoric optimism
regarding the abilities of Scientologists and the lack of
reality regarding the perception and motivation of the
leaders we were supposed to convert. Nine years later, the
Gung Ho Groups were supposed to go round other, pre-
existing, religious and civic groups, tell them what they
should be doing, and charge them a fee for telling them how
to do it! Come up to 1981, and OP4D could be sub-titled
Gung Ho Zone spiced with WISE,

It is, of course, easy enough to claim to have been wise
after the event; but I would claim to have had no more thar
a few vague doubts at the time these schemes were publishe
I can now claim, however to have run a pilot, at least pa.,
way through.

As a member of the Ecology Party (the only British Party to
have the Greatest Good for the Greatest Number of Dynamics
as a keystone of its polocy) I have had considerable
interest and some experience in trying to get a group of
non-Scientologists to accept and use Scientology management
tech, which would be useful to them as a group. I think the
biggest single obstacle was having no other Scientologists
to give me either criticism or support. I did, however,
make some headway.

I did a lot of reading of L.R.H. material, and wound up with
an Org Board, an Admin Scale, and lots of ideas, some of
them written, but nothing that seemed good enough to
convince my collegues that WE should run with it.

Then I did a survey, and drafted a couple of promo leaflets
based on the results. I proposed a series of six leaflets,
to be paid for and distributed by individual members, over a
six month period. This was accepted, but unfortunately I
had to withdraw from active membership during the early
stages of the project and it was never completed.

So what have I learned that could be of help to othe r

people?

There is, of course, an enormous amount of useful data in
Ron's 3D tech, but it is centred on Scientology Orgs and
needs to be re-aligned for use elsewhere.

Along with Ron's optimism regarding the abilities of
Scientologists, goes a pessimism regarding the abilities of
the more aware and able 'lay' people of our society. I do
not share this pessimism, neither do I see the role
Scientologists as taking groups over, but rather as helping
them to put in ethics and good organization to the point
where the Scientologists could walk away and the group would
continue to be successful. To accomplish this, one needs to
be an insider, to some extent; at least to learn the
language and the mores. Then one can draw up an org board
and an admin scale in terms inderstandable by the other
members of the group. Neither should be presented as yet -
the gradient would be too steep. A success is needed first.
Doing the org board and admin scale should have given you a
good idea of where the group is at and where it should be
going. From that, you should be able to judge where you can
give help in a way that wll be acceptable and successful.
Give the help and build on the success. The gradient has
to be very gentle and the reality level and language judged
to a nicety. One also has to be prepared for a lot of hard
work, as assistance tends to be minimal, until the idea has
been proved!

As you know, I have no practical experience beyond that
point, but I have no reason to doubt it would have continued
to work. Most people will willingly adopt a scheme where it
is shown to be both practicable and successful, if it is
aligned with their goals.
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LETTERS
PARALLELS

When it comes to putting in an org board, I think that the
work load of most, if not all, posts should be kept very
low. This would not only help to get round the usual
difficulty of finding people to do the work, but would also
help build ARC within the group. The positive side of the
paucity of willing workers is, of course, that it is
relatively easy to get into a position of influence. I
would stress, though that it took me some three years and
uncountable hours of work before the good indicators started
to come in. Ron has said, in a somewhat similar context,
"Don't overwhelm; penetrate." using penetrate in its sense
of "to diffuse through, permeate", I would go along with
that,

If you are thinking of walking a similar path to mine, I
hope the above will make it shorter.

Barrie Weller

I would like to start an Ecology Party branch in East
Gristead. Anyone like to help? It would be a great
opportunity.

Barrie Weller
20 Nightingale Lane,
Turners Hill,
"rawley,

st Sussex. RH10 4QJ

I N THE NEXT ISSUE

Reconnection 13 won ' t be too
Subscribers ' only issue. So far

been very successful with our Subscribers '

ploy - the subscriptions are rolling in -
already collected more than we did for the

whole of 1984. I ' ve had a couple of letters from
people requesting Special issues, and promising to
pay at some future date. Come on; It ' s only £12
for the UK, £15 for Europe, and £20 for the rest of
the world. But most people have sent the money. It
only goes to Subscribers: (Firm policy, you might
say).

The articles have also been rolling in, and we can
safely say that we represent the views of Scientol-
ogists more so than any other publication. Largely
because we don '

t excercise any censorship of ideas.
In the next issue we ' ll be as unconservative as
ever. The Parallels article will be about the work
of Dr Nandor Fodor. HiS book, " The Search for thea
eloved", was published by Hermitage House exactly

year before they published DMSMH. Arthur Ceppos,
,,no commissioned DMSMH, as head of Hermitage House,
was an original member of the first Hubbard
Dianetic Research Foundation, in Elizabeth, New
Jersey. Because of the intimate relationship
between Ceppos and LRH, it is quite possible that
LRH knew about Fodor '

s book. The book is about the
trauma of birth, and life in the womb. Fodor talks
about re-experiencing birth - sound familiar?

For the first time we '
re going to present some of

the information which has come to light about LRH.
We '

re going to print an article by Michael Shannon.
Shannon first encountered Scientology in 1975. He
bought a Comm course, but decided not to do it. He
did, however, read DMSMH, and found himself fascin-
ated not by Dianetics, but by the man who created
it. He began to file ' Freedom of Information '

requests, and to do a thorough research of ' LRH ' s
life. He collected over 4,000 documents. The long
and the short of it is that he asserts that the
biographies of LRH published by the Church are
false. In Reconnection 13 you can read some of his
statements, and make your own mind up...

If you haven '
t subscribed it would be a good idea

to put your cheque in the post. All cheques must be
in pounds sterling, and payable to ' Reconnection ' .

Alexandra David-Neel ' s books on Tibet were very
popular in the 1930s. Recently they ' ve been coming
back into print. As is my habit I ' ll qoute from one
that is not yet back in print (I ' m just showing
off, really). The book is ' Initiations and
Initiates in Tibet ' , and was first published in
1 931.

" Here we have the whole of Tibetan mysticism, its
great principle is: there is nothing to ' do ' , there
is to ' undo ' . I have said in another place that the
contemplatives amongst the Lamas compared spiritual
training to a clearing or weeding process... "

"
The mystic understands that what really matters is

not to do, but to be... " ( LRH, Factor 27: "There
is beingness, but Man believes there is only
becomingness " )

She quotes from the Indian Bhagavad Gita: "Just as
a man puts off his old clothing to put on new, so
also that which is incarnated puts off old bodies
to assume new ones... "

"We must distinguish... two sorts of truth -
relative and absolute truth. Of these two kinds
only the former, relative truth, is accessible to
us... there is no absolute Truth... can we speak of
an absolute Reality? Obviously not... " ( LRH, Logic
6: "Absolutes are unobtainable " .)

"For intellectual Buddhists... the world is... our
own dream, the dream of each one of us. Each one of
us fabricates, continuously, in his spirit, images
of the world with its many aspects which, so it
seems to him, surrounds him and in which he sees
himself playing a part as he may do in a dream. The
world is not outside of us but in us... Our
universe begins anew at every moment with our
thoughts which weave illusory shapes... " . ( LRH,
Axiom 3: " Space, energy, objects, form & time are
the result of considerations made and/or agreed
upon or not by the static, and are perceived solely
because the static considers that it can perceive
them. " )

She also speaks of the action of the ' motionless '

and the ' moving ' - which LRH termed the static &
the kinetic.

" Buddhists do not pray, they wish & in general,
they believe that if the mental power of him that
expresses the wish is sufficiently intense, such a
wish acquires efficiency & produces the realisation
of the result desired " . Postulates?

She compares the nature of the mind to space - in
8.8008 LRH said that space is beingness. She also
asserts that " there is neither good nor evil...
both are but conventions of a relative character " .
(LRH, Axiom 31: " Goodness & badness, beautifulness
and ugliness, are alike considerations & have no
other basis than opinion. " Also infinity valued
logic, and the gradient scale are both hinted at
here)

LRH

" A Scientologist is a first cousin of the Buddhist,
a distant relative of the Taoist, a feudal enemy to
the enslaving priest and a bitter foe of the
German, Viennese and Russian defamers of man. "

PAB 137.

" You will never in your whole history handle more
than an individual... Russia shoots individuals,
and loves the masses... You fail to handle an
individual, and you ' ll set up an organization to do
it. " ' The Road to Truth ' .

We ' re hoping that
unlucky. It ' ll be a
we ' ve
only
we ' ve
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AAC EAST GRINSTEAD

It's been a year now since the original UK delivery group
became an AAC. It's been an interesting and exciting time
for us and we've produced a lot to create a real and
successful alternative to the Church.

The Church's stable datum that "squirrels will just die
away" hasn't proved out in our case, perhaps because we
really are not squirrels per their definition. Our
continuing activities, in the fore front of UK tech
delivery, are now being seen by the Church as a major threat
to their survival. Their stated intention is to stop us
(and everybody else) delivering the tech. Again, they are
on the attack. It's quite interesting that the exact point
where someone goes mad is when they begin to stop things.
This latest attack, like the others, is sheer madness. You
would think it difficult for someone to be so ludicrously
and stupidly dramatising their psychosis on a continuous
basis, but these gays appear to manage it with ease. As
most of us don't live in cuckoo land, it's quite hard to
understand. However we are very fortunate to have a lot of
support and it's very much appreciated.

Meantime, we are going about our business as usual and
getting much more involved in training than before. We
have a couple of people on a co-audit for the first time and
just this week we had a Class 4 Internship completion. Here
at the AAC we give quite a bit of help to Field Auditors and
other groups. If you require our help, just ask. If you
just want to visit, we'd love to see you.

COMPLETIONS - AAC E.G.

Rene Mumford

Sue Gittins

O.M.

Bob Davies

Mike Baker Rogers

Gregory Unsworth-Mitchell

James Warnell

Bill Johnson

Chris Agar

Marie Nolan

Gary Earle

Peter Forde

Sue Gittins

Manuel Rodrigues

SUCCESS STORIES

This review was marvellously thorough and left me feeling on
top of the world, which is not surprising as it handled what
was probably the most destructive postulate I could ever
have dreamt up.

Barry Fairburn

Way back in the 60's someone asked "What part of your life
could you be responsible for?". In 1980 London Org
flattened it, "I haven't begun my life yet so I couldn't
answer the question" - more laughter. Now at last I can
begin MY LIFE, or, in the common parlance, the rest of ny
life begins today NOW, WOW! WOW!! WOW!!!

Thanks to LRH, David for being there so the job can
continue, Steve, Morag and ME. Love to everyone.

Well, I enjoyed the end phenomena of the Purification
Rundown more than I enjoyed doing it and I realized how much
r{T attention was caught up in how my body was feeling, and
that's really sorted out now.

Marie Nolan, Purif. R/D

I have made some good and useful gains at this level, having
blown charge and considerations that I have had around me
for many years - some for perhaps many lifetimes. I feel
free and with more space as a being, less introverted and
with less attention on my body. Life in PT looks good and
the future full of promise. On up the Bridge and off the
top of the tone scale going North and keeping going.

Chris Agar, Grade 4

Some weeks ago I completed a review at the East Grinstead
AAC. This was the first auditing I had had for several
years, following the, by now standard, pattern of gang sec
checks, interrogation, inval, eval, declare, dis-
connection.......IT WAS WONDERFUL. The auditing and the
CSing were absolutely standard, exactly as they should 'h'
Steve Bisbey with the CSing paralleled my mind exactly,
Morag was faultless as the auditor. I had meant to write d
ravingly enthusiastic success story, and still could - but
the message I REALLY want to get across is that the review I
got was STANDARD (and therefore the wins were terrific, I
feel wonderful, my whole outlook on various things has
rationalised, I can withstand certain terminals who used to
put me very much at effect, etc. etc. As far as I'm
concerned, the continued availability of the tech for us and
our children depends entirely on the SURVIVAL OF THE
INDEPENDENT GROUPS. I am more grateful than I can say for
their courage and their dedication to deliver the tech in
the manner and in the spirit in which it should be delivered
- that is how it was meanst to be.

)(GO

I have completed Grade 3, Freedom Release, and fell great,
lovely auditing here at the AAC. My thanks to all
concerned.
Love,

Dora, Grade 3

THERE WILL BE ANOTHER GREAT PARTY IN MAY. THERE WILL
BACKGROUND MUSIC - NO DISCO - SO PLENTY OF OPPORTUNITY FOR
GOOD COMM. WATCH FOR THE DETAILS WHICH WILL COME TO YOU
EARLY IN APRIL. THIS PARTY WILL BE RUN JOINTLY BY
"RECONNECTION" AND THE LEGAL COMMITTEE.

RECONNECTION ADVERTISING RATES

£100

£50

1 /4th page £25

£12.50

£6.50

Pre-printed circulars included for £80 (send copy
for approval first!)

Copy will be placed as soon as possible. Make
cheques payable to "Reconnection" . Please send in
your address and phone number, so that we can
confirm which issue the ad will be placed in.

NEW MARK 5 and 6 E-METERS for sale with accessories, £700
and £1,800. Please Telephone (034282) 2523 before 8.15 a.m.

AA 7

Clear, AA 1, AA 2

AA 5, AA 6

AA 5, AA 6

AA 3

Clear

Exp. Grades 2,3 & 4

DRD Scn. D/Rd

SerFacs by Dynamics

Purification R/D

AA 3, AA 4,

Student Hat

AA 3 Theory

Class IV Interneship

Full page

1/2 page

page1 /8th

4 line ad

Rene Mumford, AA 7
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THE HEALTH AND ABILITY CENTRE

COMPLETIONS

Clear, Clear Extroversion

Clear Validation

M.G. Repair programme, Clear Validation,
Clear Extroversion, Recall, Communication
Problems, Overts and Withholds, Change,
Fixed Conditions Releases, Solo Auditor
Advanced Level 1, Advanced Level 2,
Rehabilitation of Intention

B.L. Stability Programme, Recall, Communication
Problems, Overts and Withholds, Change and
Fixed Conditions Releases

D.S. Advanced Level 3

N.B. Recall Release, Happy & Healthy, Book 1
Auditor.

Release (Dns)

L.O. Advanced Level 5 completed cycle

V.B. Advanced Level 5 Review

J.M. Recall, Communication Releases, Release
(Dns)

SUCCESS STORIES

A week or two of a feeling of extreme well-being made me
realise that I was now in very good shape. What more could
I ask for? Any problems I had been burdened with now seem
of small significance and life is now a great pleasure.
Thankyou for the excellent auditing Eric.

B.L.

After that session I felt very exterior. I went for a walk,
I felt so exterior; like I was life itself. I felt I was
the sky and the seagulls flying, such a wonderful feeling of
calmness. Since my first session (on AL3) I felt I couldn't
be touched by anything, a nice ability to hold my position
in space. I feel like I could have anything I want.

After my Advanced Level 5 Review I began to realise that I
really was Cause Over Life. Various postulates started to
manifest in the physical universe - even including a
negative postulate of having money problems! I started
reading the work of some early century and modern
metaphysical (META: 'after' PHYSICAL of the NEST Universe.
' Metaphysics is the philosphy of being and knowing - Concise
Oxford Dictionary) scientists and realised I could change my
money problems to a carefree abundance!

That was last November; in three months of using the OT
abilities from my Bridge, the Axioms and Factors, and work
of metaphysical scientists I have received all that I needed
to live happily and get well on the way to achieving my
purposes. Money and opportunity arrive when we need them
and are ready to use them.

Now, I'm helping others to use this tech to get the
wherewithall for their whole Bridge and their own OT
projects. By working with the 8th Dynamic, all the other
dynamics can truly come to life and the tech be used as the
beautifully effective instrument it is and always will be.

OT Ability was what it was all about when I first came
across the tech, and now at last, free from the
restrictions, it is really ours. Do link up with me, I
would be glad to hear from you. Love and ARC,

Vicky Ballard.

Hello, Hello, Great News: I've achieved the State of Clear!
I am happy about it! I can see and understand lots of
things now, which I couldn't before, regarding auditing.
Very well done to Eric who has done a great job on me.
Certainly life is a lot easier now. I recommend it to
anybody who wants to get along with life and other people.

M.C.

This is just a selection of success stories. There have
been some fabulous wins which are a real pleasure to see. I
am particularly excited about the real OT wins we are
beginning to see: "increased telepathy " , "postulates come
true", etc. To my mind, such wins are the foundations of
what we are doing. They are what put the zest into my early
days in Scientology when, as a young HAS course student, I
sat in the St. Hill Chapel amazed at the incredible OT wins
that people were having at that time. Well, rather than
ponder over what happened to all those days of results, we
are working to create them now and having a great time. The
whole Bridge and off the other side is available at the
Health and Ability Centre and, funnily enough, since it has
been, we have had more new people stepping on at the bottom
end! You are always welcome to write, ring or pop in for a
chat.

Eric Ballard

IIERL1H Sc fl IUTY "Working for optimum survival
CEDE across tae dynamics."	

SERVICES AND PRICES (all prices reduce with the
more hours bought):
Auditing from £10 to 17-50 per hour.
Training from £1 to £1-75 per hour.
Purity pgm. £5 per day plus vitamins/sauna.
AA1 to AA3 (OT levels) £600
Advanced level auditing from £25 to £40 per hour.
Take service with us and support our tech
compilation and dissemination activities.

"We never forget that you have eight dynamics:"

Write or telephone today:

M.C.

A.P.

FROM THE AUTHOR OF DUNE

"What really prompted Dune was thinking about the
messianic impulse in mankind. Y ' know, why do people
go to Jonestown and drink spiked Kool-Aid? I had
this feeling that we tended to follow the leader
unthinkingly, and to our detriment, and that the
errors of the leader are amplified by the numbers
of people that follow him. Charismatic leaders are
dangerous people. Even if they themselves are
perfect, they create a power structure, and power
structures attract people who want power for its
own sake. That '

s when the shit hits the fan. Power
is magnetic to the corruptible " . Frank Herbert in
an interview with the Sunday Times, 2 December
1 984.

DIANETICS

I would like to run a Dianetics Seminar in London.

If you are interested, or if you know anyone who is, please
'phone:

Onup Barman-Roy 01 986 9236
51 Graham Mansions
Sylvester Road,
East Grinstead,
West Sussex.

2. We wish to validate and acknowledge those who have
helped us to move up from Clear to AA3 and above, in
particular Robin and Adrienne Scott who manifested the
original "someone there" and "worthwile purpose".
SL

We acknowledge L. Ron Hubbard as the terminal
responsible for putting together the data which IS
Scietology.

4. We wish to disassociate ourselves from those who
seek to alter, add to, or obliterate the route out as
described in the bulletins and policy letters written by
L.R.H.

5. We wish to disassociate ourselves from those who
seek to blacken the name and reputation of L.R.H. in a
covert or overt attempt to obscure the true goals of
Scientology.

Ability levels 0 & 1

Paul Usbanowicz Drug handling
Ability levels 0 - 4
Clear, Brightness R/D

SUCCESS STORIES

I must have blown lots of charge in different areas of my
life, both in the past and in P.T., during this auditing.

I feel I can understand why certan situations happened and
see them as they really were, not as I had imagined them to
be. The future looks a lot brighter now. Thanks to George
Fearon who audited me and thanks to Ron for this amazing
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AAC SCOTLAND

I've found tis leve absolutely incredible; far far far above
what I'd expected. I'd sort of seen it as a stepping stone
between AA 3 and AA 5 - but I was very mistaken. I've
enjoyed some amazing experiences, interesting cognitions, a
lot of happiness, bodily changes (many people have commented
that I've lost weight, my face has "changed", skin ton
improved, etc.) and what feels like a very very stable,
extremely keyed-out beingness.
All in all, I've found this level out of this world -
literally!! Many, many, thanks to the man, my respect and
admiration for him increases with leaps and founds with each
level. Pure genius". Love,

Bob Walsh, AA 4

Well, it's a whole new game from here. Everything I sought
to have handled in Scientology has now been handled. What
adventures await me now!! Ron is truly a great thetan. All
of rr deepest thanks to Mike for getting me through; to Bob
for keeping me going and to everyone at Candacraig. Love to
you all,

COMPLETIONS

AA 2
AA 5, AA 6
Engram Handling
AA 6
Grades 3 & 4, Drug Handling
Clear
Level I
Grades 0 & 1, Level 1
Life Repair
AA 6
AA 6
Brightness R/D
AA 2
Solo C/S, AA 5 Auditor
AA 5 C/S

DECEMBER

AA 5

Level I Retread
Solo & AA 1
Grades 3 & 4, Clear
B.S.M.
Life Repair
AA 4
AA 4
Clear
Int R/D & S/W

Christine Allan
John Breakwell
Pat Breakwell
Joanne Dancer
Robert Eden

Cliff Freeman
Eileen Freeman
Angela Fullerton
Christin Hyodo
Margaret Jennings
Laura Jonsen
Maureen Jonsen
Marina Jordan

Joe King

John Lester
Silvana McLean
Mike Oliver
Theo Patterson
Mina Salanki
Madge Scott
Terry Scott
Martin Tait
Toshen Musgrove

JANUARY

Grades 0 - 4, Clear
Solo, AA 1

AA 5
AA 7 (our 1sr AA 7 completion)
AA 5
AA 3 (probably the first AA 3
completion who has never been
in the Church
AA 5
AA 6

SUCCESS STORIES

This course has been quite a cycle for me. It has
culminated finally these past three days in doing my first
solo sessions. What a FANTASTIC - I mean FANTASTIC -
experience. It seems to natural to audit yourself, and it
has taken me thirteen and a half years to reach! Thank you
Heather, Madelaine, Marina and Bob, for such willing
guidance. Love,

David Falconer, Solo Training

This level was exactly what I needed - a lovely gentle
gradient of extroversion. I found my ARC for every kind of
person, was booted sky high, and that though the physical
universe can be very beautiful, a thetan is really where
it's at. It's a great thing to have experienced this and
not just think I know it as a datum. Love to you all,
especially Bob, who is a C/S in a million. ARC

Silvana McLean, AA 1

AA2 has been described as digging a ditch - I disagree! it's
more like opening a rusty gate. it sometimes shuts on you
again! But you have to chip away at the rust until it stays
open - then things look wonderful! I've shifed masses I
didn't think would shift 'till later, but who's complaining?
Scientologists these days don't know their luch!

Thank you ver much, Bob and Heather for your ARC and endless
patience. Here's to the future of Independent Scientology!
Much Love,

Christine Allen, AA 2

Christine Hyodo, AA 5

SCOTT OF CANDACRA I G

The AAC Scotland has now moved from Candacraig to
Edinburgh. Robin Scott is no longer part of the
team. There was some surprise here when we heard
that Robin is negotiating with the RTC for an out
of court settlement with regard to his part in the
taking of the Nots packs from Denmark. However, we
are still in touch with Robin, and he has no
intention of rejoining the CofS, rather he wishes
to put an end to the ongoing conflict. Robin says
that he is willing to abide by the proposed
injunctions in the new California suit (see ' Hore
Law ' in this issue). None of the other Defeneants
in the three existing suits concerning the Nots
materials have voiced any desire to settle.

LRH TAI-E 11
7.:

Here is somethin`, for a really curious thetan,
who, for example, would like to learn about t nP
track of evolution which led to and culminated
in the famous Philadelphia Doctorate Course:

(the following is.a complete list of tared
LRH-lectured courses, from Au:.5C to Jan.53,
in chronological order, as rer Fubs Interna-
tional Catalogue No 4)

1. Book-One series (IC. cars.)
2. The Los Angeles Lectures ( 2 reels)
3. The Standard Irocedure Tectures ( 7 re =1s`
4. Accessibility Lectures (, I reel
5. The Completed Auditor ]ectures ( 1 reel
6. Human Evaluation aeries ( 5 reels)
7. Oct. Eidwest Conference lectures reels)
8. The Wichita Foundation Aud. Course 4 reels)
9. The December Conference lecture ( 5 reels

IC. Hubbard Professional Course rect. 1 reol
11. The Hubbard College Lectures 1 reels)
12. The Technique 88 Congress ( 9 reels'
13. The Technique 88 Supplement lest. ( 7 reels
14. S.G.F. for Theta Clearin: Lect. (10 cas .)
15. The Lecture Series of Nov. 1952 ( 6 cn.ss.)
16. The Log.& Axioms Lect. 2 reels (not su_'r1 ec )
17. The London Prof.Course 5 reels (not sup .2lied)
18. The Thiladelphia Doctorate Course (31 reels)-4
19. FDC Su pplement Course ( 7 reels)

* known as CT-Series ** in luxury display cases

These lectures are availlable as indicated in
brackets. All together they aake 232 LRH lectures.

They are for sale for i 2.C .0 C
,.oo or nearest offer.They

A curious thetan contacts : 1:leus ::necht
17 : ortla.nd 7:oad
Jc s V Grinstead

:... , 45:, England
Tel. C342-223C8

K.F.

Pauline Mumby
Huguette Sifarios
Jonathen Whitaker
Maureen Jonsen

Madge Scott
Joe King
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From Independent Scientologists in Sunderland (ISIS)

There has been much discussion in the Independent movement,
with regard to L.R.H., other practices, other solutions,
etc. Recently, you printed an article by Steve Bisbey, of
the AAC East Grinstead, in which he suggests some questions
that should be asked prior to taking services with any
particular group. We were most impressed with his
straightforward and rational approach, and with his previous
article.

As a result of all the inflow of data, opinions and options,
we decided it was high time we adopted, and publicized some
firm policy by wich we could find like-minded groups, and
individuals, and keep on with the game we chose, i.e. using
Scientology basics and processes to help ourselves and
others to better conditions across the dynamics.

We would therefore like the following facts to be known:

1. We have all experienced major wins and changes as a
direct result of receiving standard Scientology processes,
both within the C of S and at Candacraig AAC.

2. We wish to validate and acknowledge those who have
helped us to move up from Clear to AA3 and above, in
particular Robin and Adrienne Scott who manifested the
original "someone there" and "worthwile purpose".

We acknowledge L. Ron Hubbard as the terminal
responsible for putting together the data which IS
Scietology.

4. We wish to disassociate ourselves from those who
seek to alter, add to, or obliterate the route out as
described in the bulletins and policy letters written by
L.R.H.

5. We wish to disassociate ourselves from those who
seek to blacken the name and reputation of L.R.H. in a
covert or overt attempt to obscure the true goals of
Scientology.

6. We respect the rights of others to their own
beliefs, practices and religions, whilst not actively
participating in those activiities. We expect the same
respect from others of different persuasion to ourselves.

7. We desire to align ourselves directly with other
delivery terminals in the UK (and elsewhere) who have
Fixuilar aims and objectives. Specifically, we intend to
maintain the close lines that exist with the tech terminals
from Candacraig, who are moving to Edinburgh.

A. We intend to continue and expand on our successful
;ions of delivery of the lower end of the Bridge (training

_ld processing) and of using trained and experienced tech
terminals for the upper levels.

We would be delighted to be in comm with other like-minded
Scientologists. Though it seems to be becoming unpopular,
we are interested in "safeguarding technology" per LRH.

Please communicate to I.S.I.S. c/o 14 Hunter Terrace,
Grangetown, Sunderland, Tyne & Wear, UK.

CLEAR CENTRE SUNDERLAND

CLEAR CENTRE, SUNDERLAND

COMPLETIONS

Brenda Adams Straightwire

Angela Dodeworth S/W, Ability 0

Rob Fisher Drug handling, S/W,
Ability Levels 0 - 4
Clear, Brightness R/D

Joanne Lindsey Repair of Life

Oswald Lindsey Clear

Iris Pslfeyman Drug handling, S/W
Ability Levels 0 - 4

Drug handling,
Ability levels 0 - 4
Clear, Brightness R/D

Exteriorization handling,
Drug handling, S/W
Ability 0

Drug handling, S/W,
Ability Levels 0 - 3,
Clear

Repair of Life,
Objectives, S/W
Drug handling

Repair of Life,
Objectives, S/W,
Ability Levels 0 - 4
Brightness R/D
(Clear at Candacraig)

Clear
Ability levels 0 & 1

Drug handling
Ability levels 0 - 4
Clear, Brightness R/D

SUCCESS STORIES

I must have blown lots of charge in different areas of my
life, both in the past and in P.T., during this auditing.

I feel I can understand why certan situations happened and
see them as they really were, not as I had imagined them to
be. The future looks a lot brighter now. Thanks to George
Fearon who audited me and thanks to Ron for this amazing
tech.

Brian Thompson, Life Repair.

I had no idea how good ARC Straightwire could be, but it was
GREAT. I feel fantastic after completing it. I am now
looking forward to my next step. Things can only get
better. May thanks to Iris for auditing me through it. I
have never felt so good.

Andrew Storey, ARC Straightwire

I can't believe after all these years in Scientology I've
actually moved up the grade chart. I'm sure if I'd still
been stuck in the old Org. I'd be no further forward than I
was 8 months ago. I've had enormous wins doing these
levels and experienced great case changes and gains. I just
wish I'd got it all sooner. This Grade (IV) was excellent,
so direct, fast and "up pop the goods". I want to sincerely
thank all my friends who have audited me and c/sed my
folder. It's been absolutely great. Love,

Iris, Grade IV

Perhaps the most appropriate word wouldn't be WHOOPEE! but
at the minute it seems to fit the feeling.

I didn't think the change I've experienced in the last few
weeks would have happened that quickly, but it has and I'm
not complaining, I'm just enjoying, enjoying how I'm
feeling. Enjoying what I'm doing and am going to enjoy, for
sure, being CLEAR.

I found the processes extremely precise and effective and
expertly applied by George. So all I can say is thanks a
lot George. Se you again.

Martyn Palmer, D.C.S.I.

Martyn Palmer

Andrew Storey

Gavin Stott

Brian Thompson

Phil Wadsworth

Marcus West

Paul Usbanowicz
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MORE LA!'!

On January the 31st the RTC, the CofS International
& the CofS of California issued a 39 page Summons
through the US District Court for . the Central

District of California against Robin & Adrienne
Scott, Ron Lawley, Morag Bellmaine, Steven Bisbey,
AAC Candacraig, AAC East Grinstead, the Church of
the New Civilization (AAC Santa Barbara), Harvey
Haber, John Nelson, Jon & Vivien Zegel, David Mayo,
and "Does 1 through 100, inclusive " ( which means
that up to 100 names can be added to the Summons -
a ' John Doe ' Summons).

The Summons is a Complaint for Racketeering; False
Description of Origin; Common Law Unfair Competit-
ion; Statutory Unfair Competition; Receipt &

Concealment of Stolen Property; Breach of Trust;
Breach of Contract; Trade Secret Misappopriation;
and Injunctive Relief & Damages (which is to say
that the plaintiffs seek an injunction to prevent
the continuation of the alleged activities, and
payment for the damages which they claim have
occurred as a result of these alleged activities).

Quite a mouthful. As the matter is in the hands of
the Court it would be improper to comment upon the
contents of the Summons. However, it is possible
for me to state some of them. The first part of the
summons treats with an alleged breach of contract
by those of the defendants who were members of the
Sea Org. For example: "Defendant ROBIN SCOTT was
obligated by written contracts with the CSC not to
disclose confidential information or materials
gained as a consequence of employment or membership
with CSC. " All save the Zegels are included in this
charge.

In the ' Statement of Case ' we find: " THe Advanced
Technology consists of confidential & proprietary
information regarding counseling & training that is
suitable for use only by qualified members of the
related organizations of the Religion & has been
protected by authorized organizations of the
Religion as trade secret information. This inform-
ation has been and is a very valuable source of
economic advantage. "

The Summons states: " Plaintiffs are informed &
believe & thereon allege that as early as July of
1 983, and possibly earlier, the Defendants began to
conspire among themselves to unlawfully misapprop-
riate, steal, counterfeit, use, alter & otherwise
disseminate certain confidential materials...
including the portion of the Advanced Technology
identified by the designation ' NOTS ' ; & have done
so in furtherance of a common plan & design to

establish a network of organizations... "

" Plaintiffs... allege that on or before December,
1 983, HARVEY HABER, DAVID MAYO, JOHN NELSON and
DOES 1 through 100 communicated with RON LAWLEY and
ROBIN SCOTT for the purpose of negotiating with
LAWLEY, SCOTT, BELLMAINE and BISBEY for the pur-
chase of the STOLEN CONFIDENTIAL MATERIALS... "

"Plaintiffs... allege that in late January, 1984,
in furtherance of an agreement to acquire the
aforementioned stolen materials, Defendant NELSON
traveled to the UK to discuss & work out further
details regarding the exchange of the STOLEN
CONFIDENTIAL MATERIALS... "

"Plaintiffs... allege that as early as February,
1 984, certain of the aforementioned STOLEN
CONFIDENTIAL MATERIALS, including the materials
identified by the designation ' NOTS ' , were caused
to be transferred to Defendant AAC in Santa
Barbara, California by Defendants... "

"Defendants & each of them continue to clandestine-
ly copy, transport in interstate commerce, alter &
otherwise use the STOLEN CONFIDENTIAL MATERIALS
along with other confidential materials of plaint-
iffs as part of an effort to establish & develop
organizations... "

" Plaintiffs... allege Defendants intentionally &
willfully committed at least the following acts of
unfair competition:

"(a) Misrepresented to the public that certain
services which Defendants rendered & continue to
render were & are the same services rendered by
Plaintiffs & other related entities & that those
services are based upon the proper manner &
standards for the application of the technology.

"(b) Misrepresented to the public that materials
sold, advertised, delivered & otherwise disseminat-
ed to the public have their basis in the standard
technology, when in fact these

	

materials are
legitimately possessed & these services are
legitimately delivered only by Plaintiffs... "

The RTC, CofS International, & CofS of California
wish to obtain the following judgment:

" 1. For a preliminary & permanent injunction
enjoining & restraining Defendants, & each of them,
their officers, agents, servants, employees,
attorneys & all other persons who act in concert
with them from:
"(a) Using, disseminating or otherwise disclosing
the confidential, secret & proprietary materials of
CSI, RTC & CSC to unauthorized third parties;

"(b) Altering, destroying or defacing the confi
ential & proprietary materials of CSI, RTC & CSC;

"(c) Misrepresenting to the public that certain
services rendered by them are legitimately based on
standard technology & on the information & belief
derived from the aforementioned confidential &
proprietary documents; and

"(d) From advertising, selling, delivering or
otherwise disseminating to the public the availab-
ility of information which is based on the confid-
ential and proprietary materials of Plaintiffs;

" 2. For a preliminary & permanent injunction comp-
elling Defendants, & each one of them, their
officers, agents, servants, employees and attorneys
to deliver all materials of CSI, RTC & CSC or
copies thereof, which are in their possession,
custody or control, to Plaintiffs... "

There is plenty more where that came from. In
simple terms the CofS wants the named Independents
( and remember that this Summons can be extended to
include 100 other parties) to give back any OT
level materials, and to cease from delivering OT
levels. Thus returning the monopoly of th ,

materials & levels to the CofS.

From my experience of the parties named in the
Summons their predominant intention has been to
deliver Scientology, with the intention of helping
people live their lives more effectively & happily.
Jon Zegel is the only one of them who has ' attack-
ed ' the Church, and that ' attack ' was the same as
my own - the collection & dissemination of inform-
ation concerning the CofS which it had chosen to
keep secret from Scientologists. Jon & I considered
that Scientologists had a right to be informed.

David Mayo resisted attacking the CofS, despite
considerable personal harassment. Eventually last
September (when the AAC had been in operation for
over a year) he proved grounds for, & obtained, an
injunction against this harassment. Upto that time
he ' d become famous for his constant re-reading of
' What is Greatness ' , and his refusal to be drawn
into the statement of his extensive personal know-
ledge of the controlling forces of the CofS. He
refused to take legal action against the CofS,
despite the humiliations, and physical abuse, that
he received at the hands of David Miscavige, et al.
Steve Bisbey has also refrained from taking out a
suit, again despite harassment, and ten years of
enduring Sea Org conditions. The same is true for
all the named parties. They ' d all much rather get
on with helping people. That they have helped
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people is well attested by the numerous success
stories they have collected whilst operating in the
Independent field. Now they have no choice but to
set themselves against the might (and money) of the
Church of Scientology.

It would have been easier for all concerned to
quietly cease auditing, and to leave the Tech in
the hands of the RTC. That they didn ' t is a sign of
determination and integrity. There are many jobs
which pay a lot more, and which don ' t put you at
such risk:

It seems to me that the final confrontation is at
hand. The Church is a Goliath with tremendous human
and financial resources. In America it is quite
possible to drag a Court Case out, and cripple your
opponent by bringing him to a point where he is
bankrupt. The Independents are a David with limited
human and financial resources. However, if we take
the right actions fast enough we can obtain a Court
ruling which takes away any shadow of doubt that
the Independents have a right to practice the
Technology - all of the Technology. A right to keep
the Work Free - as LRH said. It is strange to see a
reversal of the position - when in the Church the
great enemies were considered to be the CIA,
Governments, Psychiatry, and all those other
Goliaths. Now the Church has become the great
Suppressor of the Tech, more determined than any
ist enemy.

To resist the onslaught of the Church it has become
necessary to commit money to the cause. We all know
how odious it is to have to ask for money. But the
case in question is not fought solely on behalf of
the named Defendants, but on behalf of ' Does 1
through 100 ' , and on behalf of all of those to whom
the named parties and, ' Does 1 through 100 ' , will
in the future deliver Scientology. If you include
yourself in that number now is the time to make a
contribution to the preservation of the Technology.

Give generously:

( cheques can be sent care of Reconnection, made
payable to ' Independent Legal Fund ' )

During the last two years a large number of
Scientologists have differentiated themselves from
the CofS. At first this was usually because of the
abuse of Ethics or Pricing Policy by that body. The
difference in attitudes between the Church Scient-
ologist and the Independent was slight. Gradually
as we ' ve been apart from the influence exerted by
the CofS our opinions have changed markedly.

In the Church there is often an identification
between the Tech, the Church & LRH. Tech=the
Church=Ron=Policy=Ethics= " doing the right thing " .
Amongst the Independents a differentiation has come
about. We have less predictable notions, and are
consequently more self-determined. Independents
even dare to do as LRH insisted on the first PDC
tape - differentiate Scientology from ' Hubbard ' s
opinion'. It makes sense, because during the course
of his life LRH inevitably changed his own mind,
and its very hard to agree with both of any two
contradictory points of view which he expressed. In
fact it puts you in the ' False Data ' situation
where you can ' t apply the data, because of the
contradiction. As an example of such contradiction,

read LRH ' s views on women on page 119, book 1,
Science of Survival. There he states what has come
to be called the male chauvinist view of women: "We
have, in the woman who is an ambitious rival of the
man in his own activities, a woman who is neglect-
ing the most important mission she may have. A
society which looks down upon this mission, and in
which women are taught anything but the management
of a family, the care of men, and the creation of
the future generation, is a society which is on its
way out. "

You rhay well agree with the foregoing (I don ' t:),
but it is heavily contradicted simply by the number
of women in the Sea Org who have no time for the
care of their husbands, or of their children, and
who in fact compete with men. Given such a contra-
diction you have to make your own mind up. But of
course the purpose of Scientology shouldn ' t be to
make you ' Ron-determined ' anyway:

Some Church Scientologists have a terror of even
talking about concepts which are at variance with
their own idea of what LRH meant. With time the
gulf between CofS members and Independents widens.
They have the strength of a central organization -
which gives them considerable advantage in terms of
PR & influence. They have the disadvantage that
centralisation gives power to the few, and rcbs the
majority of the group of more and more of their
self-determinism. Such a group is uniform in ideas,
conservative (which is to say past half way in its
cycle of existence, decay comes next), and breeds
identity - its members identify with it (not
always a bad thing).

The Independents have a far less bureaucratic set
up (the Tech to Admin ratio), are far more demo-
cratic; not being a monopoly they have to provide
good service, or cease to exist. They can ' t enforce
viewpoints by threatening to excommunicate people,
or send them to the outer darkness of wogdom. And
because there is no central organization the
Independents are less vulnerable to attack - you
have to pick them off one by one. The Church has
been devoting a tremendous amount of time, manpower
and money to that attack, since the first Independ-
ents ' splintered ' in late ' 82. In spite of this,
Bent Corydon, one of those first Independents, is
still flourishing and prospering, as is the AAC
Santa Barbara (formed in June 1983), despite
unrelenting pressure. In dangerous circumstances
the lumbering bureaucratic dinosaur ceases to
exist, where the small, alert and adaptable mammal
survives...

Inevitably because of their separation and compet-
ition Independents can individuate from one
another. And something rather worse than the tame

' they shouldn ' t have won the Birthday Game ' upsets
that arise between CofS Orgs can occur. Such indiv-
iduation is inevitable. It hasn ' t had any major
effects fortunately, probably because quite a
number of Scientologists are actually interested in
more and better communication.

THE NEW PSYCHOTECHIIICS E METER

OUT SOON DETAILS ON REQUEST

Also
Slave Meters,

Training Meters,
Mini Meters,

Projection Meters,
Chart Recorders

and
Datalogers.

All useful adjuncts for your sessions and training.

REPAIRS UNDERTAKEN TO ALL MODELS PAST AND PRESENT

- MARK Vs - UPDATED TO MARK VIs

Phone 01 986 9183 - 3pm to Midnight

ATACK
TALKS

i

I DENTIFICATION AND DIFFERENTIATION
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BOOK REVIEW

THE ROAD TO TOTAL FREEDOM - BY ROY WALL I S

During the last year many people have asked me
about the history of Scientology, & I

' ve spent a
great deal of time telling them some of the facts
I ' ve discovered. It ' s interesting that among the
millions of words printed by the Church no real
history exists. This book is the only such record
that I know of.

Roy Wallis is an English sociologic who became
fascinated by Scientology, as a sociological study,
in the early seventies. The book was initially
written as a doctoral thesis, and then expanded
into its current form. Perhaps because he knew that
both Cyril Vosper & Robert Kaufman had been sued
for their books on Scientology, Wallis submitted
his manuscript to the Church prior to publication,
so that they could correct any non-factual or
misleading statements. In fact his manuscript was
submitted twice, and the book is notable because no
court case was brought against its author (though
he was harassed by the Church, as he records in his
later book, ' Salvation & Protest ' ). This tends to
indicate that the Church could not disprove his
statements, which is very interesting, because it
is not the most complementary of accounts: Wallis
even provided space for a reply from a CofS member,
also a sociologist.

Wallis ' main interest was sociological, but it is
quite easy to skim-through his sociological comment
(though I found it very interesting), & get to the
history of the subject. He covers the original
Bayhead, New Jersey group, which became the
Elizabeth Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation just
prior to the publication of DMSMH. We find that
Dianetics was broadly publicised before DMSMH was
released (contrary to the Church ' s statements), &
we find some of the possible sources which LRH drew
upon. We discover that the publisher of DMSMH,
Arthur Ceppos, was in fact on the Board of the
HDRF. Wallis takes us through the failure of the
first Foundations; the establishment of the
successor to the Elizabeth HDRF, in Wichita,
Kansas, and LRH ' s departure from it. In reading the
book we find data of comparable magnitude to LRH ' s
own statements about those early days. A broader,
and less fragmentary, picture is presented.

I found myself fascinated by the opinions presented
by the early leaders of the movement - John
Campbell, who undoubtedly made the immediate
success of Dianetics possible; Dr Joseph Winter,
who gave medical credibility to Dianetics (and
quite possibly contributed some of the work on the
endocrine system in DMSMH); Don Purcell, who saved
the organization from bankruptcy; and Helen
O ' Brien, who ran the organization for six months in
1 953 (see the review of her fascinating book,
" Dianetics in Limbo " in Reconnection 11, Special
issue).

"Road to Total Freedom " gives us a blow by blow
account of the early organizational experiences,
which shaped the current bureaucratic and
dictatorial Church. This book is a must for any
serious student of Scientology, & for anyone who
wishes to understand the organizational flaws which
finally led to the Independents having to break
away from the CofS. Unfortunately it is no longer
in print in the UK, but it is available from
libraries. It was published in 1976, by Heinemann
in London.

LRH

( CONNECT UP HERE)

AUDITING & TRAINING:

AAC England: 52, West St, East Grinstead, West
Sussex, RH19. Tel: (0342) 21752.

AAC Scotland: Edinburgh.

Centre for Personal Enhancement: 25, Fordwych Rd,
West Hampstead, London W2. Tel: 01-200-0666.

North-Eas plt 49, Grayham Mansions, Sylvester
Rd, London''8' 1EU. Tel: 01-986-9183.

South-West London Centre: 23, Stuart Rd, Ham,
Richmond, Surrey. Tel: 01-940-3306.

Health & Ability Centre: c/o 5 Somerhill Rd, Hove,
East Sussex. Tel: (0273) 771366.

ESO: 2, Harcourt Rd, Bristol, BS6 7RG.

Manchester: 43, Cross Lane, Marple, Cheshire, SK6
6DJ.

Sunderland: 8, Beechwood Terrace, Sunderland, Tyne
& Wear Tel: (0783) 75278.

ASIS: 39, Shandon Cres, Edinburgh, Lothian.
Tel 031-337-3037.

Clear Mind Mission: 7, Hazel Ave, Kilmarnock,
Ayrshire, KA1 2HH.

INFORMATION:

London: Julian Bell, 4, Chase Mansions, Gondor
Gardens, West Hampstead, N6 1HA. Tel 01-435-9290.

Southwest: Michelle Brown, 7, Whitleigh Ave, Crown
Hill, Plymouth, Devon.

Midlands: Stan Green, 175, Abbey Rd, Warley Wood,
Smethwick, Warley.

Manchester: Keith Mumby (see Manchester centre).

Sunderland: Bov Allen, 14, Hunter Tce, Sunderland,
Tyne & Wear. Tel: (0783) 655320.

Scotland: Fred Smithers at ASIS, Edinburgh.

Europe: Antony Phillips, DEI, Postbox 78, 2800
Lyngby, Denmark.

Africa: Regina Dennison, PO Box 30311, Point
Durban 4069.

Australia: John Mace, 29 Norma Rd, Myaree 6154,
West Australia.

US: Mark Jones, Council for Spiritual Integrity, PO
Box 29796, Los Angeles, CA 90029.

DANISH NEWS

By now the first issue of a Danish Independent
newsletter should be on the streets (so to speak).
If you're interested write to the editor, Soren
Werk, Sopassagen 6, 2100 Kobenhavn 0, Denmark.

CEDARS ON FIRE

We hear that there have been three fires recently
in the Cedars complex in Los Angeles. Two were in
the American St Hill Org, and the third in the
Cadet Org. As far as we know no-one was hurt.

" You make slaves by the intention to decrease the
ability to put in the Itsa line " . Level 0 tape.

FOR SALE; unused LRH books, half of C of S prices, plus P &
P if required. Barrie Weller, 20 Nightingale Lane,
Crawley, West Sussex, RH1O 4QJ
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